
Getting the most out of the Edge Finder script 
There are seven basic functions in the MACH3 script designed for the edge finder.  Each of the scripts 
was designed to help find a surface on the work piece.  Two of the functions (1 and 6) do not ask for 
additional information simply because it is not needed.  The other functions need to know the tool 
diameter, and if you are touching to the edge finder or to the work piece directly.  

CAUTION: Because the edge-finder is not heavy, it will need to be held in place during the seek process. 
Usually the easiest way to do this is to use your finger to hold it. This means that you will be in close 
proximity to the cutting tool, and it will be possible to injure yourself.   Before trying this live, make sure 
the edge-finding software is functioning properly, and that you have practiced the process several times. 
To start, use masking (or similar) tape to tape the edge-finder to the table, in a place,  where there are 
no obstructions and you can then test the process without breaking bits and cutting your fingers.  

The Edge Finder functions are as follows:  

1. Find the center of a circle. This function locates the center of a circle.  When using the edge 
finder, the circle center will be directly over the corner of the work-piece, and X0, Y0 will align 
with the edges of the work-piece. The process first moves the probe in the negative X direction, 
then the Positive X direction, and Zeros X. The code then hunts for negative Y, followed by  
positive Y, and then zeros Y. This process is repeated to attempt to get as accurate as possible. 
Also, the operator is given the opportunity to observe the DROs and see just how balanced the 
readings are. When finished, the probe should be centered over the hole with the DRO set to 
X0, Y0, and Z=unchanged.  

Setup: This function requires the operator to position the probe inside the hole such 
that it doesn’t touch the hole and doesn’t touch the bottom. The operator does not 
need to zero the DROs, but it is encouraged to set the DROs to zero, at this time. The 
process can be repeated by simply touching the “Go-To Zero” button and repeating 
function 1 again.  

2. Find -X. This process asks for a predefined tool size and if the process is seeking the edge finder 
or the actual work piece.  When started, the probe moves in the positive X direction seeking 
touch. Once touch is detected, the probe backs off from the touch, then raises up to safe_Z, and 
positions itself over the X0 position.  

Setup:  Move the probe to be near the X surface that you want to touch and low enough 
to touch the edge finder during the seek and not touch the table surface. 

3. Find -Y. This process asks for a predefined tool size and if the process is seeking the edge finder 
or the actual work piece.  When started, the probe moves in the positive Y direction seeking to 
touch. Once touch is detected, the probe backs off from the touch, then raises up to safe_Z, and 
positions itself over the Y0 position.  

Setup:  Move the probe to be near the Y surface that you want to touch and low enough 
to touch the edge finder during the seek and not touch the table surface. 

4. Find +X. This process asks for a predefined tool size and if the process is seeking the edge finder 
or the actual work piece.  The probe moves in the negative X direction seeking touch. Once 



touch is detected, the probe backs off from the touch, then raises up to safe_Z,  and positions 
itself over the X0 position.  

Setup:  Move the probe to be near the Y surface that you want to touch and low enough 
to touch the edge finder during the seek and not touch the table surface. 

5. Find +Y. This process asks for a predefined tool size and if the process is seeking the edge finder 
or the actual work piece.  The probe moves in the negative Y direction seeking touch. Once 
touch is detected, the probe backs off from the touch, then raises up to safe_Z,  and positions 
itself over the Y0 position.  

Setup:  Move the probe to be near the Y surface that you want to touch and low enough 
to touch the edge finder during the seek and not touch the table surface. 

6. Find Z surface. This finds the top surface of the edge finder. This process moves the probe down 
seeking a touch, and after the touch, it will rise up to safe_Z and seek the surface  second time. 
The probe will pause for a second to show on the DRO the difference between the firs and 
second reading.  The DRO will be set to Z0, and the probe will raise to safe_Z. 

Setup:  Move the probe to be near the Z surface to touch.  
7. Find Z, X, & Y Surfaces. This function attempts to find Z0, X0, & Y0 using the outside sides of the 

edge finder, all in one function. The user must know the diameter of the tool and the actual 
thickness of the walls of the edge finder. If the work piece is metal, and touch surface is the 
work piece itself, then only the tool diameter is needed. The process first finds the Z top, then 
The X side, and finally the Y side. The tool final position is at X0, Y0, Z safe_Z.   

Setup:  Using edge finder: Move the probe to be near the Z surface just to the right of 
the small hole. Start Function 7 answer the tool diameter and the mode questions.  

Note: I use, almost exclusively, functions 1 and 6. The other functions were written just in case I might 
need them.  

General rules:  

1. There must always be a functioning probe circuit. Test circuit continuity before every run. The 
indicator on the 1024A.set screen is for this purpose. 

2. Always make sure the spindle motor is disabled. If it should start during the process, or before 
the probe wire is removed, someone may get hurt.  And always remove the wire to the probe 
immediately after each use. 

3. A function selection of 0 (zero) will abort the finding process. The STOP or RESET button will 
abort the edge-finding process. 

4. The Edge finding script requires that the probe not be touching the edge finder before it will 
start. It is recommended that you use the supplied 1024A.set screen to replace the Mach3 
1024.set screen. The new screen has a very handy touch indicator on the screen. You can easily 
return the original 1024.set screen if you don’t like it.   

5. Function 1 attempts to start in the safest possible way by moving away from the work piece in 
order to give you the time to realize that you didn’t connect the wire to the probe. 

6. Functions 1 through 5 require you to manually set the Z height before running the function.  
7. The slower the probe’s approach to the touch surface, the more accurately it can measure the 

position. The preset seek speed is set to 100mm/min (4 inches/min). The return speed is 
defaulted at 10 times the seek speed. 



8. The program allows three preset tool diameters. The defaults are 3/32”, 1/8”, and 1/4”. These 
can be changed by editing the button script. 

9. All of the presets are easily changed in the script file. 

G-CODE and GRBL CODE 
The G-code and the GRBL code are different in that Mach3 and GRBL use a different g code for the touch 
probe process. Also Mach3 uses G52 and GRBL uses G92 for relative positioning. They both do the same 
thing (temporarily move the XYZ reference), but do it in very different ways. The sample code for both 
types was written to only find the center of the circle. After finding the center, The G52/G92 commands 
are used to temporarily move the X and Y DRO positions as desired (usually to zero).  It becomes 
possible to run the sample g-code either by itself, or as a part of the project G-code.   

By running the center finding G-code by itself, the operator can find the X & Y edges and manually set 
the DROs to zero or any other desired offset. The G52/G92 commands will not be necessary. 

If the operator chooses to attach this code to the beginning of his project code, then the G52/G92 
commands will temporarily move the DRO references to the corner of the work piece, or to any other 
position the operator chooses to start the milling.     

Repeatability 
If for some terrible reason, you lose your reference, as in the work piece moved, then you will need to 
reset the work piece and the DROs so that you can continue. The edge finder can help you to do just 
that. To relocate the reference, the operator must first have a known reference. Usually the best place 
for that is the X0 Y0 position with respect to one edge (X or Y axis) of the work piece.  

Before starting any job, the operator should create a fully repeatable reference point. If the work piece 
is not butted up against an established straight reference, then a straight edge reference should be 
established from the work piece itself.  This should be done by making sure two points along either the X 
or Y axis are parallel to the machine axis. The more accurately this is done the more reliable your 
reference will be.  This is usually accomplished by using a dial gauge attached to the spindle assembly, 
and adjusted to allow measuring how parallel the work piece is to the axis. By making the work piece 
parallel to within one or two thousands over the entire length of the work piece, a decent chance of 
recovering your original reference becomes possible. Note the entire edge does not have to be that flat, 
but at least two points along the edge need to be repeatable, and preferable to be as far apart as 
possible.    

Once the work piece is parallel to the axis, it will be necessary to establish a repeatable corner 
reference. Usually the X0 Y0 corner is the best place to do that. The corner does not have to be square 
or smooth, so long as, the edge finder is stable on the corner for a repeatable measurement. 

After establishing a repeatable reference, it is possible to continue using the original work piece for your 
project.   


